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Of course, we didnt merely watch the film in a different environment (as we also watched Monterey
Pop in a different environment) The only reason we watched Aayirathil Oruvan in a different
environment was because we didnt feel like watching it in a different environment. The cinema hall
was dark. Were completely comfortable. Were perfectly cozy. This is not the same as a film being
made in a different language. This is also not the same as a film in which the music is in English (and
not in Tamil). To stay true to the movie, to point to the fact that the movie is in Tamil and not
English, would not have worked because the Bhavani Theertha track would have been in English,
would have been written, composed, sung in English. How could the music have the same meaning if
it were sung in a different language? In the same way, we cant help but to also think that the movie
would have been funnier in English. To be fair I dont agree about the other directors close to
Aoyirathil Oruvan, I think in many cases I would want to watch those films a lot more than I do AO.
But then each to their own. AO is (in my mind) unique in the way that its struggles tell us something
about how we are. Not that its an experience that is worth having (although its arguable about that)
its an experience that is worth watching. Perhaps I personally have a misplaced emotional
attachment to it. So you should watch Aayirathil Oruvan if youre interested in movies or if youre just
interested in the concept of being a movie-fan. But dont expect to emerge from the experience a
movie-critic. Thanks to AO, you may feel a little closer to other movie-fans because in some way you
have a common experience. Watch it in a theater as the prices go down over time. See if you can
appreciate its imperfections, and if you cant bear the imperfections try the Special Edition. Try to live
with it a little, and if you can live with it a little, try to understand the concept of what it is trying to
say. Go out and see it again, then go out and see one of the other directors youve mentioned.
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In a move that is unexpected and enthralling, Aayirathil Oruvan unfolds as a love story. A love story
between two men, between the real hero and his friend, and among the archeologist's group of

friends too. And for a big portion, we see them sitting around having what is mostly a rather
lighthearted, even humorous conversation. It's quite an unusual insight into how Tamil people think

and talk. Seeing Kavitha on screen, in a role thats not the usual strong heroine, in a story that is
essentially written for her soulmate, just made us and the main character fall in love with her. 1. I

must admit that I never really paid attention to the previous movies, nor to Karthi's acting, so I
haven't been able to discern how they differ from one another. However, I did like 7G a bit more as it
had more than a Karthi/Andrea/Reema Sen centric story. 2. I've taken the liberty of watching 7G and
I found it laugh-out-loud funny. It was an entertaining watch and I appreciate your taking the trouble
to go over them all. A movie that leaves me feeling satisfied and looking forward to other movies of

that genre. You have just claimed that movies are directed by the masses. While I am hardly
unbiased in this matter (and so are others), I think the masses are not any less capable of being just

as sexist, misogynistic, lewd as Selva. And Selva has been a part of the mainstream for decades.
Even in the 1970s, Selva (more than any other) was not immune to looking at himself with a critical
eye. But he could still make fun of it. And those dark movies were not as black and white as people

say. They were not all that creeper. 5ec8ef588b
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